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Abstract

DubDeFi is a new type of platform which utilises
decentralized, blockchain-powered next-gen music.
DubDeFi operates using its own cryptocurrency, dub. Enabling users’
to discover new or established artists, purchase their music, become a
VIP supporter or even obtain the royalty distribution. You can publish
and sell your own music with DubDeFi, or even sell other artists’ music
directly to your fans providing you have obtained the publishing rights
prior, which you can acquire through DubDeFi.
DubDefi allows an artist to submit their tracks or albums at no cost,
or even to mint those as NFTs at a fraction of the cost in comparison
to other NFT marketplaces. With its unique functionalities, DubDefi is
not merely allowing artists to distribute and get paid directly from their
fans, but provides opportunities such as establishing crowdfunding
campaigns for their future projects or offering the sale of certain copyrights to their fans.
Furthermore, DubDeFi allows users to listen to all music absolutely
free. Membership options allow unique features such as buying a
proportion of holder rights on their favorite tracks, albums or mixes,
as well as acquiring the opportunity to get proportional earnings from
royalties. In addition you can simply show some love to your favorite
artists and tip them, thus increasing their visibility on weekly/monthly/
trending charts, or join their kick-starter projects.
A part of the DubDeFi environment will be the DubDeFi Internet radio.
Which will support the promotion of upcoming artists through 24/7
streaming. Presenting the most popular and featured charts.
Dub token is a SmartDeFi token and is the native cryptocurrency of
the DubDeFi platform and environment. It features carefully designed
taxes that would provide self sustainability of the DubDeFi decentralized ecosystem.
Dub is a deflationary token due to specific tokenomic mechanisms
built within the platform. Burning a percentage of dub with each transaction on the platform. As is the case with other SmartDeFi tokens it
features smart rising floor, asset backing and reflection tax.
To summarise, DubDeFi is a streaming platform, internet radio, NFT
marketplace, crowdfunding launchpad, and social network all in one.
Exploiting the synergy of those functions we neutralize the need of intermediaries and the middle-man between artists and fans. Dub token
is at the heart of it all as the native cryptocurrency.
Dub token has been created as a SmartDeFi token with the FEGdeployer template. It is a BEP20 token listing on the Binance smartchain
(BSC) with a total supply of 1,000,000,000 (1 billion).
Public presale which opens on March 31st 2022 will offer 63.5%
of total supply to the public.
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Introduction
Music streaming has had its roots in the peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing industry since the 90s, and it
has been completely overtaken by major corporations in the early 21st century. Legitimate arguments
about use of copyright material killed pioneering applications and the community never really responded to the corporate offensive wave. Not even after mass adoption of blockchain technology and new
blockchain uprisal in the last couple of years.
While visual NFTs, 3D NFTs, photography NFTs, video NFTs, and even meme NFT markets have exploded
in the past two years, music NFTs have failed to keep up to speed at such a level. Although, the situation
is improving of late with more artists minting their music, plus more people buying. There is no global
dominant NFT marketplace specialising in solely music NFTs. DubDeFi would aim to challenge the corporate powered music apps niche and shift the balance of power, revolutionising the industry.
Only a few established NFT marketplaces have enabled filtering as a best case. Or include a small section dedicated to music NFTs. However, there is still no music NFT marketplace with a significant share
of the global market.
There is currently a similar situation ongoing with music streaming apps. A few of them that once
claimed to be “pro-artist music streaming platforms” are now owned by payment processing companies,
multinational consumer electronics companies, IT giants or even investment funds.
Hence, this is enough to determine that there is more than enough competition and demand in today’s
global market for the development of decentralized music streaming apps, or a specialized music NFT
marketplace.
DubDeFi seeks to take its share in both of these two markets by merging the apps functionalities, while
remaining a “pro artists’’ decentralized app forever.
To put it simply, DubDeFi aspires to become an alternative to mainstream apps much like DEX is an
alternative to centralized finance and traditional banking systems.
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Market
Research

The leading music dApp self-reported 6-7 million monthly
users, which represents around 1% of the total number of music streaming subscribers around the world.
Although significant resource data is not available, it is
estimated that the leading dApp holds more than 95%
of the music streaming dApp market. That overwhelming
dominance is primarily fueled by the fact that there are
very few music dApps out there. The project which is currently a front runner in music dApp niche (February 2022)
has a market cap at around $750,000,000. More than 25
000 people hold their native crypto currency (total number of unique wallet addresses).
We acknowledge there are similar projects, (most of
which are in the test phase) however, these may be of no
pertinent. They display no available data regarding active
users, market cap, or number of wallets holding those
tokens.
DubDeFi’s primary immediate objective is to take the
second position in the emerging music dApss market with
at least 15% of global market share by the end of 2023.
Challenging the current market leader in the years to
come.
Due to DubDeFi specifics, there is no market data available for specialized music NFT marketplaces. Therefore
the immediate objective would be obtaining and keeping
the leading position in this niche immediately after launch
and early adoption.
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Music streaming is continually
growing around the world. According
to sources, it is estimated that
between 540-580,000,000 people
are subscribed to a music streaming
service globally as of the last quarter
of 2021. More than one hundred
million new users subscribe every
year with an average of around
25% yearly growth rate. If this trend
continues, and potentially the market
could grow even faster, we could
see one billion people subscribed
to some form of music streaming
service by 2025. Decentralized
music apps are only a small fraction
of those numbers. All those music
services have racked up over $13
billion in revenue in 2020 and an
estimated $17 billion in 2021.
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Technical Diagram
Phase one with the elements of centralization during the mass adoption.
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NFT
Marketplace

➔ Backend
Operations for 		
Admin
➔ Transactional Data

Technology Stack Used for
dub Project Phase One
Backend
Frameworks

Database

➔ LAMP

➔ MongoDB

➔ Python
➔ Node

➔ As required per
project
requirements

Front End

Blockchain

➔ Material UI

➔ Polygon

➔ ReactJS

➔ Solidity

➔ HTML

➔ C++

➔ MySQL

➔ Mobile Apps

Hosting
➔ AWS
➔ Relational
Database Service
➔ Simple Storage
Service

*Technologies would be chosen out of
above mentioned suggestions as per the
requirement of application.

Annex One: Presale Facts
Date: March 31
Time: To be announced on March 31

Total
Token
Supply

1,000,000,000

Tokens
For Pre
Sale

Tokens
For Swap /
Liquidity

635,000,000 (63.5%)

Dub

215,000,000 (21.5%)

Reflection: 2%

All Team Tokens Are Locked
For A Year With Divvy
All ICO Tokens Are Locked
And Vested (3/6 months)

999 BNB
SOFT CAP

All Giveaway And Airdrop Tokens will
be purchased by the Team in Presale

1000 BNB
HARD CAP

99.9% SOFT CAP protects all presale investors and ensures the highest
launch price and RETURN OF FUNDS in case of not reaching HARD CAP

Price
Presale Price

Launch Price

1 BNB = 635 000 DUB

1 BNB = 537 500 DUB

1 Dub = 0.00000157 BNB

1 Dub = 0.00000186 BNB

0.1 BNB

MIN TRANSACTION

1.5%

MAX TRANSACTION
of total supply (15 BNB)

Buy Fees of dubDefi Token

Sell Fees of dubDefi Token

Property

Percentage

Asset Backing

1.6%

Asset Backing

1.6%

Holder Reflections

2%

Holder Reflections

2%

Burn ROX

0.1%

Burn FEG

0.5%

Total

3.7%

FEG Staking Rewards

0.12%

Smart Rising Price Floor

0.9%

Total

5.12%

Dub Facts

Approved by

Locked by

Doxxed by

Dub is the only SmartDeFi token holding ALL three available
certificates / approvals in FEGex Deployer environment

Dub PRESALE is the biggest
presale event with FEGex
SmartDeFi Deployer ever

#dubFamily is the biggest SmartDeFi Project-subcommunity
in Pre-Launch phase within the FEG family:

Telegram:
1500 Members

Twitter:
5K+ Followers

Instagram:
350+ Followers

Dub Facts
• More than 200 people participated in Live Telegram VC dub
Parties, Raffles and AMAs.
• 5.5M dubs were awarded in giveaways (0.55% of total supply)
• 250+ people applied for an Airdrop (0.25% of total supply delivered in May)
• 67 people have been awarded in 9 different BNB giveaways on
Twitter and in Telegram group

Amount of dubs equivalent
to 61 BNB has been approved
to 39 community members
(MAX dub 3M per person). All
those dub tokens are VESTED
AND LOCKED

303 BNB

WAS THE TOTAL
DEMAND IN THE
ICO PHASE

More than 700 people expressed their interest for the early presale
Phase (to be notified by email 2 hours before Public announcement) on
dubdefi.com/headstart

Reviews
Rug Muncher Token
youtube.com/watch?v=dW2wKh3D-Gw

FEG Radio Interview
youtube.com/watch?v=I2c6ZGvHqxU&t=2259s

The Blue Couch Podcast
open.spotify.com/show/6g06gnMwfYXuyANoxJs3NI

My College Hive Review
mycollegehive.com/blog/reviews/12

Other Links
Dub 3M Presale Contest
youtube.com/watch?v=sh-OvXH3b_0

Our Litepaper In 70 Seconds
youtube.com/watch?v=nHy7Onaqbv0

Litepaper will be published
gradually, in 4 phases.

instagram.com/dubDeFi
facebook.com/dubdefi

Litepaper 0.3
will be published in April
2022 and will cover dub
dApp functionalities

Litepaper 0.4
will include technical details
and how smartDeFi will
interconnect with dApp

Litepaper 0.5
will include artists
onboarding plan and
early adopters marketing
campaign

Litepaper 1.0
will include all details and will
be published in April 2022,
followed by Whitepaper 1.0
in May 2022
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twitter.com/dubDeFi
t.me/dubDeFi
dubdefi.com

